Gideon School District
iPad Apps loaded on Student iPads – Grades 4-12 - Subject to Change
Accu
Weather
Free for iPad

With AccuWeather Free for iPad, your location is pinpointed using
the latest in GPS technology at just one click. From there, you
have the most detailed, accurate, and up-to-date weather news
and information at your fingertips. AccuWeather Free for iPad has
all of the reliable, free features that you need to plan your day!
Features include:
- Current weather includes humidity percentages, visibility,
precipitation and amounts, wind and wind gust speed, wind
direction, and the RealFeel® temperature
- AccuWeather’s proprietary weather forecasting system that
takes into account multiple weather conditions to determine how
the localized temperature actually feels, which may be warmer or
colder than the temperature depending on these conditions.
- Multiple weather views, including animated Google™ maps,
radar, and satellite, and videos. We have new, broadcast quality,
city, regional, national, and international weather videos available
every day that range from sports-related weather news to severe
weather news.
- AccuWeather trademarked WeatherAlarms™ that warn users of
potential high wind, heavy rain, snow, ice, and thunderstorms.
- Ability to store as many locations as you choose with easy
accessibility.

AirSketch

Turn your iPad into a wireless whiteboard! Project live sketches to
a local computer. Just fire up Air Sketch on the iPad and open the
specified URL from any HTML5 compatible browser on another
computer on the local network to see your sketches in real-time as
you draw. There's no additional client software to install. Use Air
Sketch. Incorporate the iPad into your desktop-based workflow:
Record videos of your live Air Sketch drawings, or share them live
with remote colleagues via any online meeting or desktop sharing
software (such as iChat or WebEx). Air Sketch supports any
HTML5-compatible browser, including Safari, Firefox, Google
Chrome, and even another iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch! You can
even use Air Sketch peer-to-peer with a computer via an ad-hoc
network when a WiFi hotspot is unavailable (see our blog for the
quick how-to). Note: Air Sketch is designed to work with a
computer connected to the same local network as your iPad. Check
out our blog for a short tutorial of how you can record videos of
your live sketches using QuickTime X that comes with Snow
Leopard. Also, be sure to follow us at twitter.com/qrayon to get
the latest news, and updates.
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Adobe
Photoshop
Express

Atomic
Learning

Lets you use simple gestures to quickly edit and share photos
from your device. With Photoshop Express, it's easy to improve
your photos. Choose from a variety of one-touch effects, or
simply drag your finger across the screen to crop, rotate, or adjust
color. Add artistic filters like Soft Focus or Sketch. And never fear:
You can undo and redo changes until you get just the look you
want—a copy of your original file is always saved.
Atomic Learning offers training and professional learning to help
students, educators and school leaders bring technology and
curriculum together. With training at your fingertips, you can
learn at your convenience – even when you’re not online.
Features:
• Access your Atomic Learning subscription
• Search for specific content
• Browse by topic
• Download Atomic Learning training to your iPad for viewing
without an internet connection
• Automatically sync app activity to your Atomic Learning account
• Easily view your assignments and favorites
• Earn, view and share certificates of completion

Book Creator The simple way to create your own beautiful iBooks, right on the iPad.

Read them in iBooks, send them to your friends, or submit them to the
iBookstore. Ideal for children’s picture books, photo books, art books,
cook books, manuals, textbooks, and the list goes on.
Watch the video of Book Creator in action and find out more
at www.redjumper.net/bookcreator

FEATURES
* Quickly add pictures from the Photos app, or grab them from
the web, then move and resize them with your fingers.
* Edit text using the onscreen keyboard, and apply rich formatting
to make it look great.
* Choose from all of the iPad's fonts - over 50 to use.
* Record and import speech and music.
* Layout your book exactly as you want it with guidelines and
snap positioning.
* A quick tap and you're reading your book in iBooks!
* Send your books to your friends over email, to iTunes on your
computer, over Dropbox, or to a WebDav server.
* With your books created using the international ePub standard
you know they will be readable now and in the future.
* Support for iBooks’ fixed layout format, including double page
images and soundtracks. Please note that fixed layout iBooks are
not ideal for long texts such as novels.
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Calculator
HD Pro

HiCalc - Calculator HD Pro for iPad is an ultimate calculator and
will make all your calculations become simpler than ever with 11
calculators: Scientific, Currency Converter, Unit Converter, Date Time, Constants, Tip calculator, Equation Solver, Statistics, Base
conversion, Graph & Finance.
► Scientific calculator:
• Basic fx: sin, cos, tan, sin-1, cos-1, tan-1, sinh, cosh, tanh, log, ln,
sinh-1, cosh-1, tanh-1 …
• Advanced fx: Random, nPr, nCr, Differential function, Evaluation
function, Integration function, Root-Finder and Product function,
Greatest Common Divisor, Least Common Multiple, Fibonacci
function …
• Finance functions: SLN, SYD, DB, NPV, IRR, NPER, RATE, PV, FV,
PMT.
• Complex numbers in STRING mode
► Unit Converter: a powerful and easy-to-use tool for converting
over 3,300 units in 113 categories.
• Special categories: Women and Girl's Clothing, Cooking, Electric
Field, Density Traditional, Typography, UHF channel and
frequency chart, Fuel Consumption …
• Full text search for categories and units
• Favorite & Recently used units
► Statistics calculator
• 15 common functions: Σ(x), mean of X, AVD, SSD, SDV, C(n, k),
Min, Max, GM...
• 6 probability distribution functions: Binomial, Gamma,
Gaussian, Geometric, Poisson, Rayleigh
• Smart data input: data import from clipboard supported
► Graphing Calculator
• Up to three graphs
• Coordinate system movable
• Zoom in/out
► Equation solver
• Polynomial Equations (1st-4th)
• N-simultaneous equations
► Base conversion
• Full-featured base conversion
► Date & Time calculator
• Date / Time difference: calculate duration between two dates.
• Add/ Subtract: Add or subtract days, months and years of a
given date to get a new date.
• Events Countdown/up: Shows Time Remaining and Elapsed
Time
► World Clock
• Show date & time of any city in the World
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► Finance calculator
• Time Value of Money (NPER, RATE, PV, FV, PMT)
• Mortgage & Loan Calculator
► Constants Library:
• 1500 constants from Mathematics, Physics, Solar System and
Element e.g: Avogadro number, Gravitational const, StefanBoltzmann Const, Speed of Light…
Catalist
Digital

CNN

Destiny
Quest

Dictionary.C
omDictonary

Dowload Audio Books from the Gideon School Library!

Catalist Digital provides simple + immediate access to your
customized digital media library, including audiobooks and more.
Get instant access to Catalist Digital from your iPhone, iPad, and
iTouch. Simply download the app and log in with your Username
and Password to access your library anytime, anywhere -including Wi-Fi.
Now you can watch your favorite CNN shows LIVE on your CNN Apps for
iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. We’ve added CNN TV live - 24/7 - to all the
great features that you love about your app.
•Watch LIVE CNN TV, video coverage of live events and video clips
•Access the 2012 Election Center
•Go beyond breaking news with international, politics, tech and
entertainment headlines
•Choose your view from different navigation options; quickly scan the
headlines or immerse yourself in a slideshow
•Take part in the conversation by commenting on stories and reading
others’ responses
•Share your favorite stories on Facebook and Twitter or via e-mail
•Save stories for offline viewing
Search your library catalog -- anytime, anywhere! Available for the
iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad, this app puts the powerful searching
capabilities of Destiny Quest -- in the palm of your hand.
What can I do with the Destiny Quest Mobile App?
An intuitive, easy to use app allows you to:
• Search for resources in your library
• Submit and read ratings and reviews
• Place holds and add items to My List
• Discover the Top 10 Most Popular titles and New Books at your library
• Maintain lists of books you’re Now Reading, Want to Read and Have
Read
• View your Account information including checkouts, holds and
outstanding fines
• Use the Resource Lists posted by Teachers & Librarians, to find
resources on the topics discussed in class.

The free Dictionary.com app for iPad delivers trusted reference
content from Dictionary.com and Thesaurus.com. NO INTERNET
CONNECTION IS NEEDED TO SEARCH WORDS. The app includes
nearly 2 million words, definitions, synonyms and antonyms. It
also features audio pronunciation, voice-to-text search and
Dictionary.com’s popular Word of the Day and Hot Word blog.
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Dragon
Dictation

Dragon Dictation is an easy-to-use voice recognition application
powered by Dragon® NaturallySpeaking® that allows you to easily
speak and instantly see your text or email messages. In fact, it’s
up to five (5) times faster than typing on the keyboard.

Dropbox

Dropbox is a free service that lets you bring all your photos, docs, and
videos anywhere. After you install Dropbox on your computer, any file
you save to your Dropbox will automatically save to all your computers,
your iPhone and iPad and even the Dropbox website! With the Dropbox
app, you can take everything that matters to you on the go.
Read your docs or flip through your albums when you're out and about.
Save photos or videos to your Dropbox and share them with friends in
just a couple taps. Even if you accidentally leave your iPhone in a taxi,
your stuff is always safe on Dropbox.

Features:
● Always have your stuff with you, no matter where you are.
● Add files to "Favorites" for fast, offline viewing.
● Easily save photos and videos to your Dropbox
.
● Share your photos and docs with family and friends.
● Save email attachments straight to your Dropbox.
Ebsco Host

EBSCOhost databases and discovery technologies are the mostused, premium online information resources for tens of
thousands of institutions worldwide. This free app ensures that
iPhone and iPod Touch users get the most from searching
premium EBSCOhost database content, provided courtesy of your
library.
The convenience and rich functionality of the app enables users
to:
•Choose which databases to search
•Limit results to full text or peer reviewed
•Sort by relevance or date
•Retrieve full text results in HTML and/or PDF formats
•Save results for offline access at a later date
•Email results to self or others
•Automatically save 25 most recent searches
•View cover flow display of results

Educreations Educreations turns your iPad into a recordable whiteboard.
Interactive
Creating a great video tutorial is as simple as touching, tapping
Whiteboard and talking. Explain a math formula... Create an animated lesson...
Add commentary to your photos... Diagram a sports play...
With voice recording, realistic digital ink, photo imports, and
simple sharing through email, Facebook or Twitter, now you can
broadcast your ideas from anywhere.
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Evernote

FieldNotes
LT

Flipboard

Follett
Reader

Evernote turns the iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad into an extension
of your brain, helping you remember anything and everything
that happens in your life. From notes to ideas to snapshots to
recordings, put it all into Evernote and watch as it instantly
synchronizes from your iPhone to your Mac or Windows desktop.
Key features of Evernote:
● Create text, photo and audio notes
● Auto-synchronize your notes to your Mac, PC, and Web
● M agically makes text within snapshots searchable
● M ark notes as "Favorite" for quick access
● All notes include geo-location information for mapping and
search
Here are some ways to use Evernote for your personal and
professional life:
● For research and class notes
● To capture blog ideas and design inspiration
● To stay in-sync with your desktop notes, web clips, and files
● To snap photos of whiteboards and wine labels
● As part of your GTD system to help you stay organized
● To record voice memos
A note taking tool for iPhone/iPad to take with you on the road:
locate your position using GPS and view a satellite map of the
location, take notes, collect photographs all in geo-referenced
format. Then transmit this information via e-mail as a kmz or text
to any destination. Makes geo-referenced data sharing and
collection a snap for those on the go.
Named Apple's iPad App of the year and one of TIME's Top 50
Innovations, Flipboard creates a personalized magazine out of
everything being shared with you. Flip through your Facebook
newsfeed, tweets from your Twitter timeline, photos from your
Instagram feed and much more. Fill Flipboard with the things you
like to read, from niche blogs to , and use Instapaper or Read It
Later to save articles to read later. Connect Flipboard to all your
social networks, and you'll have a single place to enjoy, browse,
comment on and share all the news, photos and updates that
matter to you.
In addition to Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, you can flip
through your newsfeeds and timelines from Google Reader,
LinkedIn, Tumblr, Flickr and 500px on Flipboard.
Check out eBooks from the Gideon School Library!
Follett Digital Reader app leverages the power of FollettShelf™ and
Destiny® Library Manager™ giving you instant and easy access to Follett
eBooks on the go.
More than just pages on a screen – Follett eBooks are dynamic teaching
tools that enhance learning, both in the library and the classroom.
Enjoy easy and instant access to your school library’s Follett eBook
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collection on the go from your iPad with the Follett Digital Reader app.
The Follett Digital Reader app gives you access to Follett eBooks that
you have checked out from your library.
Supports two modes of access:
- Online reader access (persistent internet connection required)
- Download reader access (for when you need to travel outside of WiFi
and 3G hotspot range)
Easily configured; ask your librarian for the URL to your library’s
FollettShelf along with your username and password. Next enter this
information in the configuration screen in the app, and your app will be
linked to your library.
You can access any eBooks you already have checked out in FollettShelf,
or you can search for new titles with the “Checkout more Books” button
and check them out directly through the app.
Your eBooks will automatically return at the end of the loan period or
you can return them early.
Familiar features such as Bookmark, ToC, Search*, Dictionary*,
Highlighting* and Note Taking* are all available. *(these features
available for online reading only)
Intuitive tablet navigation; swipe, pinch, tap and gesture your way
through your eBooks and the reader tools.

Garage Band

GarageBand turns your iPad, iPhone and iPod touch into a
collection of Touch Instruments and a full-featured recording
studio — so you can make music anywhere you go. Use MultiTouch gestures to play pianos, organs, guitars, drums, and basses.
They sound and play like their counterparts, but let you do things
you could never do on a real instrument. Enjoy a full range of
Smart Instruments that make you sound like a pro — even if
you’ve never played a note before. Plug an electric guitar into
your iPad, iPhone or iPod touch and play through classic amps
and stompbox effects. Use the built-in microphone or a guitar to
record, or capture any performance. Then mix up to eight tracks
to create a song you can share.
Play your iPad, iPhone and iPod touch like a musical instrument
• Perform on dozens of musical instruments on the innovative
Multi-Touch keyboard
• Tap out beats from the seat of acoustic and electronic drum kits
• Recreate legendary guitar rigs with 9 amps and 10 stompbox
effects
• Record your voice using the built-in microphone, and apply fun
sound effects
• Use the Sampler to create an instrument from sounds you
record, then play them on a keyboard
Sound like a virtuoso with Smart Instruments
• Tap chords to instantly create keyboard grooves with the Smart
Keyboard
• Strum chords on acoustic and electric Smart Guitars, or trigger
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fingerpicking patterns for popular chords
• Groove with an onscreen electric or upright Smart Bass by
tapping on chords
• Drag drum instruments onto a grid to create your own beats
with the Smart Drums
Create a song anywhere you go
• Arrange and mix your song with up to eight tracks using Touch
Instruments, audio recordings, and loops
• Trim and place musical regions exactly where you want them to
play
• Use the Mixer to fine-tune each track’s volume – solo or mute
any track, or adjust pan, reverb, and echo
• Email songs right from GarageBand (AAC)
• Export your song and add it to the iTunes library on your Mac or
PC
• Send a project to your Mac and open it in GarageBand to
continue refining your song
Ghostwriter
Notes

Ghostwriter Notes for the iPad gives you the power to take notes,
collect & store information, and take it with you wherever you go!
Download this ultra-useful app & experience the future of note-taking
today! Want to know more? Click “More” & discover Ghostwriter Notes
right now!
Ghostwriter Notes trades in pen & paper for technology and ingenuity,
giving you an unparalleled digital documentation platform that lets you
create and save as many virtual notebooks as you’d like with ease.
Creating fully customized notebooks in Ghostwriter Notes is easy. Users
are free to name specific pages, choose from various ‘paper’
backgrounds, and even choose custom page backgrounds by importing
any image or photo stored on their iPad right into the app. To write
down notes, users simply take their finger and write by hand, utilizing
the app’s clear digital ink as well as a nifty zoom ratio feature to control
font size down to a tee.
This app is so lightning fast and easy to organize that you’ll never miss a
chance to jot down critical need-to-know information again! It’s the
convenience of a brick-mortar notebook without the mess or the
clutter. Additionally, Ghostwriter Notes is fully integrated with Dropbox
and Evernote and allows users to export notes via email or print them
over the air for their convenience as well!
Sporting a highly intuitive user interface, practically minded features,
and a nearly unrestricted note-holding capacity, Ghostwriter Notes is
truly an iPad application whose potential matches the power of this
revolutionary iOS platform.
Convenient and easy-to-use features of Ghostwriter Notes include:
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GoDocs for
Google Docs

Google
Search

•Smooth and legible ink
•Import and annotate PDF documents
•Paste images
•New bookshelf
•Smooth Dropbox and Evernote integration
•Multiple paper types included. Import custom backgrounds from your
photo album
•Write with either your finger, or stylus for crisp, easy to read notes
•Adjustable zoom ratio allows you to custom design font size
•Share your notes and export one page, several pages, or an entire
notepad via email
•Export a page from your notepad directly to your iPad's photo album,
Dropbox and Evernote
•Create an unlimited number of notepads and pages
•Print over the air
•Name each of your notebooks or pages
•Help save the world by recycling old paper notebooks and use
Ghostwriters notes instead
With GoDocs you can:
★ Read Documents ★
With most common document formats support you can read and view
all your documents on-the-go, with the ease and speed of iPhone or
iPad.
★ Listen to Audio, Watch Video ★
Sync your music and videos to Google cloud and enjoy them while you
are away.
★ Edit Documents and Spreadsheets Online ★
Full support of Google Docs document editing lets you edit your
documents whenever you are, just with few taps.
★ Download for Offline★
Download any document and you will be able to read it without any WiFi or Internet connection.
★ Share Documents ★
Share documents with others
★ Mail Documents ★
Send any document, file, image, audio, video to your boss or college via
Mail.app
★ Search for documents ★
The Google Search app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch.
Search the web faster and easier with the latest Search app from
Google. Get new features available only in this app. Now, with
streaming voice search.
Improved Voice Search
✓ Simply say what you want and get results without typing.
✓ Faster and significantly improved voice recognition with text
streamed on the fly.
✓ Get answers spoken directly back to you with web results tailored to
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your questions.
✓ Want to see types of questions that work well? Visit
http://google.com/support/mobile/?p=gsa_voice.
Other Google Search app features
✓ Faster: get to search results faster than by searching from a browser
✓ Beautiful full-screen image search
✓ Swipe away webpages to quickly return to search results
✓ Search within a webpage using the built in text finder
✓ Google Goggles: Snap a photo of what you see to find more
information about products, landmarks or famous paintings, and even
solve Sudoku puzzles

Graphs by
Tap to Learn

The Graphs App allows you to take a quick tutorial on constructing and
interpreting graphs.
It serves as an excellent first guide and workbook to understand types
of graphs including Line Graphs, Bar Graphs and Pie Charts. In addition
to this, concepts such as Mean, Mode and Median are also explained in
simple terms.
Take a test to check your understanding of interpreting graphs and
where you stand!
★ FEATURES ★
✔ Contains plenty of tutorials to teach line, bar and pie charts.
✔ Inbuilt quizzes to test and make sure concepts are learnt and
understood.
✔ Completely interactive app.
★ Includes ★
‣ Trend Lines
‣ Bar Graphs
‣ Pie Charts

iBooks

iBooks is an amazing way to download and read books. iBooks
includes the iBookstore, where you can download the latest bestselling books or your favorite classics – day or night. Browse your
library on a beautiful bookshelf, tap a book to open it, flip through
pages with a swipe or a tap, and bookmark or add notes to your
favorite passages.
Features:
• Download many of your favorite books from the included
iBookstore.
• Read a free sample of any book on the iBookstore before
making it a part of your collection.
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• Organize your books and PDFs into personal Collections. Swipe
left or right to jump between Collections.
• Change the font size and pick from six included type faces to
make your books more comfortable to read.
• Find a word, character, or phrase anywhere in your book with
the built-in search feature.
• Quickly find a specific page using the page navigator at the
bottom of every page.
• Read your books on white or sepia colored pages.
• Choose left or fully justified text layout from Settings.
• Highlight your favorite passages and add notes with the built-in
bookmarking features.
• Add books in the industry-standard ePub electronic book format
to iTunes and sync them to iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.
• Add PDF documents to iBooks from Mail, or add them to iTunes
and sync them to iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.
iMovie

Make beautiful HD movies anywhere with iMovie, the fast and fun
moviemaking app for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. Designed for the
Multi-Touch screen, iMovie puts everything you need to tell your story
at your fingertips. Browse and play projects in the Marquee view. Make
a movie in minutes by adding video, photos, music and sound effects.
Then give it the Hollywood treatment by adding a theme, titles and
transitions. And you can share share your movie with the world – right
from iMovie.
Made for Multi-Touch
• Tap to add video, photos, music, and sound effects
• Drag to trim the length of any clip
• Pinch to zoom the timeline
• Slide to scrub through your project
• On iPad, pinch vertically to open the Precision Editor
Add photos, music, and sound effects
• Add photos from your library, or snap a picture and drop it into your
project
• Use the automatic, face-aware Ken Burns effect, or pinch and drag to
create your own
• Choose from soundtracks that match iMovie themes, or select music
from your own song library
• Bring your movie to life with a choice of over 50 sound effects
Record and edit your soundtrack
• Record audio directly into the timeline
• Adjust the volume of any video clip, song, sound effect, or audio
recording
• Loop music to fill your project
• On iPad, view detailed audio waveforms for every clip in your project
Share your HD movie on the web and in your home
• Publish in HD directly from iMovie to YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, and
CNN iReport
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• Send to the Camera Roll and share in an email, or via MMS on iPhone

i-nigma

• CNN iReport TM and © 2010 Cable News Network. A Time
Warner Company. All rights reserved.
i-nigma turns your camera into a sophisticated barcode reader.
Thanks to exceptionally quick and robust scanning, it is regularly
ranked as top performer in this category.
Features of the i-nigma reader:
◇ Scan QR, DataMatrix and UPC/EAN (a.k.a. "Supermarket")
codes
◇ Additional codes available with our SDK (details below)
include: PDF 417, Micro QR, Code 39, Code 128, Codabar/NW7,
Interleaved 2 of 5 (ITF), QRcode Models 1&2
◇ Scan colored and creative barcodes
◇ Scan reversed codes (bright patterns on dark background)
◇ All codes are scanned simultaneously - no need to preset
barcode types
◇ The i-nigma Shopper compares prices of books, games, CDs
and many more products at leading online retailer sites such as
Amazon and eBay
◇ Scan QR and DataMatrix codes off printed material as a quick
and easy way to access video, news, music, sweepstakes or any
mobile content.
◇ Share scanned codes through Facebook, Twitter and other
social networks
◇ Share scanned codes through SMS
◇ Create QR codes on screen for scanning and sharing by other
devices
◇ Scan vCards or MECARDs, and save to phone contacts
◇ Scan Geo barcodes and open them on Map
◇ Scan Calendar barcodes and save them to phone calendar
◇ Multi lingual support: English, French, Spanish, German,
Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Hungarian and Thai.

iTunes U

The iTunes U app gives you access to complete courses from
leading universities and other schools — plus the world’s largest
digital catalog of free education content — right on your iPad,
iPhone, or iPod touch. Whether you’re majoring in molecular
biology at a university, taking Spanish in high school, or just
interested in European history, you now have a valuable tool to
help you learn anytime, anywhere.
Free courses in a wide array of subjects
• Take free courses created and taught by instructors from
leading universities and other schools
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• See all assignments and updates from the instructor in one
place, and check off assignments as you complete them
• Take notes and highlight text in iBooks and see them
consolidated for easy reviewing in the iTunes U app
• Access course materials, including audio, video, books,
documents & presentations, apps, and new iBooks textbooks for
iPad
The world’s largest catalog of free education content
• Browse collections from education and cultural institutions in 26
countries — including Stanford, Yale, MIT, Oxford, UC Berkeley,
MoMA, the New York Public Library, and the Library of Congress
Keynote

Kindle

Keynote is the most powerful presentation app ever designed
for a mobile device. Built from the ground up for iPad, iPhone,
and iPod touch, it makes creating a world-class presentation —
complete with animated charts and transitions — as simple as
touching and tapping. Highlight your data with stunning 3D
bar, line, area, and pie charts, animated with new 3D chart
builds such as Crane, Grow, Radial, and Rotate. Use full-screen
view to present right on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch. Or
use video mirroring to present on an HDTV, and preview your
slides and notes on your device using the Presenter
Display. The Retina display on the new iPad makes everything
you do in Keynote even more brilliant. Keynote works with
iCloud, so your presentations stay up to date on all your iOS
devices — automatically.
• Choose from 12 Apple-designed themes including Gradient,
Showroom, and Portfolio
• Design your presentation using your choice of slide masters,
animations, fonts, and style options
• View and edit Keynote ’09 or Microsoft PowerPoint
presentations; easily import files from Mail, the web, a
WebDAV service, or your Mac or PC using iTunes File Sharing
• Use iCloud to start editing your presentation right where you
left off on another iOS device
• Drag Keynote ’09 or PowerPoint presentations
to icloud.com from your Mac or PC to have them automatically
appear on your iOS devices
The Kindle app is optimized for the iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch,
giving users the ability to read Kindle books, newspapers,
magazines, textbooks and PDFs on a beautiful, easy-to-use
interface. You’ll have access to over 1,000,000* books in the
Kindle Store plus hundreds* of newspapers and magazines.
Amazon Whispersync automatically syncs your last page read,
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bookmarks, notes, and highlights across devices (including
Kindle), so you can pick up your book where you left off on
another device.
KWrite

Write effortlessly with this innovative and beautiful text editor your
notes, stories, articles, blog posts, letters, emails, drafts, even poems
and ebooks!
KWrite text editor for iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch is designed to be
elegant, minimal and distraction free. From the developers of the
popular "Write&Say" talking text editor, KWrite has the same easy,
clear and simple user interface.
Write and edit your documents using plain text or Markdown format
and preview them using the integrated quick Web View.
Furthermore, you can translate your documents to more than 60
languages using our direct integration with Google Translate
services.

MAIN FEATURES
- Extended keyboard with an additional row of keys: Tab, word
jump, cursor arrows and punctuation, etc. Direct access without
switching the keyboard (iPad only).
- Distraction-free text editor, save your documents in plain text and
Markdown formats. Preview your documents in a embedded Web
View.
- Export and mail documents in TXT or PDF format.
- iTunes Auto Sync: Automatic import of text documents from your
computer via iTunes Sharing Directory. Open iTunes in your
computer and Just drag and drop your TXT files in the iTunes
Sharing window and KWrite will import or update them to your
device.
- Share your text documents via Dropbox, email, Evernote, Tumblr,
Twitter and iTunes File Sharing.
- Print your documents via AirPrint
- Import documents from other Apps like Dropbox, Evernote, Mail,
etc. with the "Open In" iOS feature
- Copy and Paste your translations to your new documents or other
apps like Mail, Notes, etc.

- Full screen mode in Landscape mode for iPhone and iPod Touch.
- Use different document font styles, change size, type and color.
- Undo/Redo modifications while editing your text
Sharing window and KWrite will import or update them to your
device.

Magical Pad

★ 4 Apps in 1 ★ - Outliner, Mind Mapping, Notes and Checklists.
* Featured in PC Magazine * 200,000+ downloads can't be wrong!
Build outlines, mind maps, take notes, organize ideas, prioritize
actions and share your thoughts seamlessly.
✔ Drag and Drop every piece of content in a free-form layout.
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Deep Mind Mapping - create mind maps of outlines and notes.
Amazing!!
✔ Easily organize your ideas and notes. Create your own
information dashboard. Reminds you of Minority Report - the
movie. A fresh approach to iPad notes, much more than a
conventional note-taker, outliner, or mind mapping app for the
iPad.
Through an intuitive and innovative design, MagicalPad allows
professionals and students to take notes, organize ideas, build
outlines, prioritize actions and share their thoughts seamlessly.
FEATURES
✔ Freeform layout - freedom to move outlines, checklists and
notes anywhere you want in the workspace, create your **
information dashboard **.
✔ All you can eat - unlike other note apps or outliner apps where
you are bound by one outline structure or a note's page locked in
lines, MagicalPad enables you to put unlimited outlines and
checklists or todos in addition to notes side by side in one space all at your finger tips.
✔ Playing nice with other apps and software - using open
standards such as OPML you can start working on MagicalPad and
continue your work on anther app or desktop tool, or Vice versa.
✔ Connected to the cloud - import and export many file formats to
DropBox, Google Docs, Evernote and email.
✔ Templates - Download and share your own templates at
http://www.magicalpad.com/magicalpad-xchange
Mind
Meister

MindMeister lets you create, edit and share your mind maps on the go
and synchronize them with the award-winning free online MindMeister
service.

DESCRIPTION:
MindMeister is the one and only mobile mind mapping app you'll
ever need. Whether you're using it in the boardroom, the
classroom, the presentation hall, or the lunch meeting,
MindMeister can help you organize, prioritize, and even generate
new thoughts.
Designed from the ground up as an extension to our awardwinning, browser based interface, the MindMeister iPad app
stores your mobile creations and seamlessly syncs them with your
online account. Of course, you can also use MindMeister for iPad
without an online account, as a stand-alone application on your
iPad.
Feature highlights:
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NodeBeat
HD

NPR for iPad

✔ Create and edit unlimited mind maps and folders
✔ Seamlessly sync maps and folders with your free online
account
✔ Can be used stand-alone (without online account)
✔ Share maps directly from the device
✔ Multi-touch support for drag & drop, zoom, pan
✔ Add icons, colors, styles and map themes
✔ View and edit notes, links, tasks and attachments on ideas
✔ Draw connections between nodes
✔ Manage Favorite maps
✔ Quickly insert ideas ("Geistesblitz")
✔ Export maps in RTF, PDF and PNG format
Make music with NodeBeat, the intuitive and fun visual music app
for all ages. Whether you're 5 or 105, NodeBeat will make you
sound like a pro. Create your own music in a matter of minutes or
listen to NodeBeat generate its own. Easily share your creations
with others or save them for later to show your friends. Discover
your musical genius with NodeBeat!
★ Audio Features ★
- 20 Musical Scales
- All 12 Musical Keys Signatures
- 7 Octave Range
- 3-finger Background Keyboard/Piano
- Audio Waveform Adjustment (Sine, Triangle, Sawtooth, Square)
- Creative Sound Sculpting (Echo, Attack, Decay, Release)
- Stereo Panning
★ Sharing/Exporting Features ★
- Record and save creations
- Create Ringtones from recording
- Share Recording on SoundCloud
- AudioCopy to Another Application
- Save/Load Creations
★ MIDI Features ★
- Send Node and/or Keyboard MIDI
- Assign unique MIDI Channels to Generators
- Adjust latency for perfect sequence timing
★ General Features ★
- Background Audio support
- Adjustable Node Physics (gravity, speed, proximity)
- Drum and Octave Generators
- Start/Stop Nodes by double tapping
NPR for iPad: Experience NPR in magazine style with a focus on
News, Arts & Life, and Music content that’s broad, deep, and
timely. It’s NPR like you’ve never seen us before. The app also
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replicates popular features of the NPR News iPhone app,
including playlist, hourly newscasts,station finder, and sharing.
And, we are already working on future enhancements for our
next release.
NPR for iPad. You thought driveway moments were good.
Highlights:
Navigation
- Sliding “tapes” for News, Arts & Life, and Music and dozens
more topics, providing fast access to NPR stories
- Same-screen popovers for Topics, Programs & Stations
Read
- Read stories while listening to live stations or on demand audio
- Download stories for offline reading
Listen
- Access hundreds of NPR stories, and stations’ live and ondemand streams
- Persistent audio bar for story or stream currently playing, even
while navigating throughout the app.
- Save favorite stories to playlist for immediate or future listening.
Stations
- Bookmark your favorite station(s)
- Find stations by location (GPS) or zip code
- Find station broadcast frequencies while traveling
Other Features
- Tap on any storypage photo to zoom in full-screen.
- Share your favorite stories via email, Twitter and Facebook.
OSnap!

Simple, intuitive, powerful time lapse and stop motion photography.
Create and share stunning videos with ease. Packed full of features,
OSnap! is truly the ultimate time lapse app. Perfect for both casual and
serious photographers.
TIME LAPSE PROJECTS
-Create quick and easy time lapse projects using built-in presets; or
customize your projects with a multitude of options
-Projects are ongoing; add or delete images any time you like
-Supports portrait and landscape
-Customize your default settings so that each new project begins with
the exact settings you want
PHOTO CAPTURE
SHARING & EXPORT
PLAYBACK & PREVIEW
EDITING & IMPORT
TIMED PHOTO CAPTURE
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Paper Desk
Lite Dropbox

Leave behind your paper notebook for your next class lecture or
meeting. PaperDesk is a simple, easy-to-use notebook
replacement made specifically for the iPad. The entire design goal
behind PaperDesk was to mimic, as closely as possible, a simple
pad of paper with no unnecessary frills. Yet it still boasts features
that enable quick and responsive note taking. PaperDesk allows
you to keep a "Desk" full of your notebooks. Each notebook has
an unlimited number of pages in PaperDesk full version, and they
remember where you left off when you last opened them. In
PaperDesk LITE, you are limited to 3 pages per notebook.
Not sure about PaperDesk? Try PaperDesk LITE for free!
Features:
• While playing audio, tap a word and PaperDesk will take you to
the point in the recording when you typed that word!
• Import PDFs from other apps, or from iTunes
• Insert images from photo library or camera
• Type or paste in any amount of text, and PaperDesk will
automatically overflow text onto proceeding pages
• Rest your wrist on screen while drawing
• Share any range of pages via email
• Upload entire notebooks to GoogleDocs, or share on Twitter
• Keep a task list in each notebooks, with notifications
• Organize notebooks by name or date
• Bookmark pages to navigate easily
• 20 level undo support while drawing
• Choose from several different types of pages
• Password protect your notebooks
• Color picker with thousands of colors

PaperPort
Notes

PaperPort Notes is a digital note taking tool for the iPad that is
transforming the way people create and share information. Now
you can combine documents, web content, audio, typed text as
well as hand written notes into a single document that you can
easily organize and share with anyone.
PaperPort Notes brings you a complete note taking experience on
the iPad that you won't want to ever be without.
• Quickly take typed and/or free hand notes
• Leverage Dragon voice recognition to capture your ideas and
notes simply by speaking
• Leverage powerful annotative tools to quickly mark up
documents
• Never miss another detail by adding audio page by page within
your notes
• Combine full documents, individual pages, content from the
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web and notes into a single document.
• Powerful search, copy/paste, reordering and bookmarking tools
allow you to quickly navigate your notes while staying organized
• Access and share content using your favorite cloud storage
services
• PaperPort Anywhere connector provides access to files stored
online or within PaperPort Desktop
Pages

Pages is the most beautiful word processor you’ve ever seen on a
mobile device. This powerful app has been exclusively designed
for the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. Create, edit, and view
documents wherever you are. Use dictation in iOS 5 on your
iPhone 4S to easily create and edit documents. Pages works with
iCloud, so your documents stay up to date across all your iOS
devices — automatically.
Get started quickly.
• Choose from 16 Apple-designed templates and styles to
instantly create beautiful letters, reports, flyers, cards, and
posters.
• Customize your document with the colors, fonts, and textures
you like.
• View and edit Pages ’09, Microsoft Word, and plain text files.
Easily import files from Mail, the web, a WebDAV service, or your
Mac or PC using iTunes File Sharing.
• Use iCloud to start editing your document exactly where you
left off on another iOS device.
• Drag and drop Pages ’09, Word, or plain text documents to
icloud.com from your Mac or PC to have them automatically
appear on your iOS devices.
Edit and format your document.
• Write and edit documents using the onscreen keyboard or a
wireless keyboard with Bluetooth technology.
• Easily add images to your document using the Media Browser.
Use dynamic text wrapping to flow text around images.
• Browse through your document using the page navigator and
see a thumbnail preview of each page.
• Create footnotes and endnotes and view improved word counts
with character, paragraph, and page counts.
• Organize your data with beautiful charts and tables.
• Pages automatically saves your documents as you make
changes.
• Use Undo to go back through your previous changes — even the
next time you open your document.
Share your work.
• Share your work by exporting as a Pages ’09, Microsoft Word, or
PDF file and sending it via Mail. Or publish your documents to
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iWork.com public beta to share with anyone on a Mac or PC.
Pocket –
Formerly
“Read it
Later”

When you find something on the web that you want to view later,
put it in Pocket. It automatically syncs to your phone, tablet, or
computer so you can view it any time, even without an internet
connection.
Use Pocket when you discover an interesting article, video or web
page, but don’t have time to go through it. Once it’s in Pocket, it’s
on your phone, tablet, or computer. You can read an article
during a flight, see a web page while you wait in line, or watch a
video while relaxing at home.
WHAT YOU CAN POCKET: Articles, videos, or pretty much
anything you find online.
VIEW EVERYWHERE: If it’s in Pocket, it’s on your phone, tablet,
and computer.
EASY ON THE EYES: See your articles, videos, and everything else
in a beautiful, easy-to-view layout.
PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS: Save directly from your browser or
from over 300 different apps like Twitter, Flipboard, Pulse, and
Zite.

Presentation
Link

Presentation Link is a powerful tool to show interactive presentations
on your iPad: Import existing presentations as a pdf or images, integrate
videos and set hyperlinks for a truly touch-enabled, mobile presentation
experience.

QuickMark
QM Classic

QuickMark is a barcode reader application that allows you to
automatically scan and generate multiple barcode formats (Quick
Code, QR Code, Data Matrix) with your Mac.
Main features:
☆ Scan 2D barcodes via built-in webcam
☆ Decode 2D barcodes you see on your screen with Transparent
Mode
☆ Decode 2D barcodes from file or drag-and-drop
☆ Create your own 2D barcodes
Things you can do by reading a 2D barcode:
1. Access a web link
2. Send an email
3. Add a contact to Address Book
4. Navigate to a specific POI on online map (via browser)
5. Make a phone call (via Skype)
6. Send a SMS (via Skype)
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7. Add an event to calendar
8. Supports Structured Append QR Codes
School Notes The ULTIMATE note taking app for secondary and post-secondary

students and teachers is now available for your iPad and iPhone/iPod.
School Notes will help you take notes in MANY different formats that
make sense and be fun at the same time.
With the School Notes App you can:

- Set up reminders so you can see when you have tests coming up or
when your assignments are due.
- Take daily class notes in the popular and proven effective C-Note
format. These notes can be saved to that day's class, as well as printed,
or shared with a study partner/group through email or Bluetooth.
- Store video or pictures of labs or lessons with your lesson's notes,
including upload teacher made videos or iTunes U content.
- Draw or write on an interactive Note Board which can be projected
through your VGA adapter. You can import graphics or pictures in from
your camera roll to use as a background or to label. These notes can
also be printed, emailed or shared with a study partner/group through
an overhead or external monitor.
- Create an audio entry of a lecture or record your own thoughts about
the class.
- Create Flash Cards for studying or sharing with a study partner/group
through a VGA connection or Bluetooth.
All the above can be saved by subject and day on an easy to read
calendar for review and studying. You can also use the calendar to
return to a previous lesson to add information or modify your notes.
There is also a section where you can save “teacher made” PPT/PDFs to
study, or to load your own for a class presentation. These are loaded
and saved through you iTunes file sharing features.
All your notes can be backed up to your computer through iTunes File
Sharing and to your iCloud so the notes can be accessed on all your iOS
devises for studying.
As a bonus, the app provides math and science formulas, as well as a
periodic table.
Note to Users: Please select the “Gear Button” on the Homepage and
read the User Instructions on “Saving to the Calendar” and accessing
the “Review Screen”. It is a simple process, but in looking at some of the
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ShowMe

reviews, some users are not reading instructions.
ShowMe allows you to record voice-over whiteboard tutorials and share
them online. It’s a radically intuitive app that anyone will find extremely
easy to use, regardless of age or background.
To see examples of smart, entertaining, fun, and inspirational
ShowMe’s that other people have made, check out ShowMe.com.
INTUITIVE AND POWERFUL
- Begin recording your ShowMe as soon as you open the app—no need
to navigate complicated menus
- Drop images from your photo library to write over or around
- Easily switch between drawing and erasing (as well as pausing and
playing) to make your ShowMe flow from concept to concept
- You can make your ShowMe as long or as short as it needs to be, and
record as many ShowMe’s as you want. Go nuts!
- Once you’re finished recording, upload your ShowMe to share with
the community (or keep it private if you prefer)
- Discover awesome tutorials created by the community at
ShowMe.com

SimpleMind

SimpleMind FREE is a Mind Mapping tool that turns your Mac into
a brainstorming, idea collection and thought structuring device. It
connects to the similar SimpleMind for iPhone/iPad app.
FEATURES:
• Easy to use — drag, arrange and edit directly on the Mind Map
page.
• Tap or drag Node Well to add new Topics.
• Full Undo/Redo in the editor.
• Visual styles change colors, borders and lines for maximum
presentation impact.
• Pick colors from style palette or custom colors.
• Cut/Copy/Paste - move or duplicate topics between Mind Maps.
• Create new MindMap from selection or clipboard
• Reconnect topics using drag drop, aided by topic auto-layout.
SHARE YOUR IDEAS:
• Print your Mind Map.
• Open Mind Maps created with SimpleMind Touch for iPhone or
iPad.

Skype for
iPad

Bring your Skype contacts closer with full screen video at your
fingertips.
Beautiful and simple, this is Skype built especially for the iPad.
Call, video call, or instant message anyone on Skype. Plus, if you
add a little Skype Credit, call landlines and mobiles at really low
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Smart Office
2

rates.
Simple to use:
• Join Skype on our website or just sign straight in to your
account.
• If you already have a Skype account, your Skype contacts will
automatically be there on your iPad.
• We’ve made adding new Skype contacts really easy. Once
they’re in your Contact list, call, video or instant message them in
one touch.
• Flick through recent calls and instant messages in your Skype for
iPad history.
• Skype for iPad works over Wi-Fi or 3G (operator data charges
may apply). Call Skype contacts on their iPhone, iPod touch, iPad,
PC, Mac and even Skype enabled TVs.
Access free Skype features:
• Talk face-to-face or show what you’re seeing with front and
back-facing cameras.
• Use Skype for iPad to call anyone else on Skype – and enjoy near
CD quality (SILK) sound.
• Instant message and add emoticons to personalize your
messages.
Then unlock even more features when you pay a little:
• Make cheap calls to landlines or mobiles from your iPad.
• Get an Online Number from Skype so people can call you on
your iPad.
View, create, edit and share Microsoft Office documents on your
iPhone or iPad.
Smart Office makes creating, editing and sharing Microsoft Office
and other documents on the move even easier through a
contextual interface, drag and drop editing and sharing to email in
original or PDF format and sharing to Drop box or Google Docs.

Storia by
Scholastic

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF STORIA
Working in close collaboration with the reading experts at Scholastic,
Storia is a FREE teacher-recommended eReading App designed to
engage kids of all ages and reading levels. Storia's exciting digital
experience offers fun, age-appropriate learning activities along with a
growing collection of the just-right titles kids love, from the awardwinning authors they want to read.
With an Editor's Choice Award from the Children's Technology Review,
Storia allows parents and teachers to set up personalized bookshelves
for assigning the new eBooks they purchase, and for easily following a
child's reading progress by tracking the books he or she reads and their
time spent reading.
INCLUDES 5 FREE eBOOKS
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Each FREE Storia download includes 5 FREE eBooks to help discover and
enjoy the dynamic features of the Storia eReading experience.
FAVORITE TITLES, SELECTED BY THE EXPERTS
Storia offers thousands of highly-curated titles, from vibrant picture
eBooks for younger readers to the hottest new series for older readers.
Storia's digital library includes fiction and nonfiction titles by both new
and established authors—and the list is growing all the time.

Student
Clicker Socrative

StudyBlue

Socrative brings smart clickers, student response and ease of use
to a whole new level. Be engaged for the entire class with
educational exercises and games. See all your classmates’ ideas in
real time and interact with the responses. Provide your instructor
feedback on the lessons and how well you understand the
material. Ask your own poll questions for the entire class or build
a premade activity for your whole class. Have Fun!
--WORKS ON ANY DEVICE WITH A WEB BROWSER: Tablets,
Smartphones & laptops (expect some types of blackberries)
MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES:
✔ Short Answer Questions
✔ Space Race
✔ Exit Tickets
✔ Quick Quiz
✔ Multiple Choice
STUDYBLUE exists to make studying efficient and effective for every
student, for free.
This app is made for serious studiers; flip online flashcards for fast
feedback on what you know, then re-study concepts you’ve not yet
mastered using Study Filters. Review class notes or make flashcards
whenever you have a minute to spare. Study over breakfast or late at
night – at the library or in a coffee shop. Do what works for you,
whenever and wherever you are.
+ MAKE FLASHCARDS. Use text, pictures, and audio to create flashcards
right on your iPhone or iPad.
+ STUDY STATS. Focus on toughest materials, go hard on “the wrongs”,
and take pride in your progress.
+ SEARCH. Find online flashcards and notes from millions of classmatecreated materials.
+ REMINDERS. Alerts put an end to forgetting about those 67 biology
terms you have to study.
+ STUDY SAVER. Had to bail on a study session? Pick it back up where
you left off.
+ MESSAGES. Contact classmates to ask questions or collaborate.
PLEASE NOTE:
+ A free StudyBlue.com account is required to use this app; create one
after installation.
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+ With this app, you can create, study and track your progress with no
limits. Some features, such as advanced filters and hiding cards, require
a StudyBlue+ account.
+ To connect with your classmates, visit www.StudyBlue.com and add
Classes.
+ Creating flashcards in the app requires an Internet connection.

TED

Riveting talks by remarkable people, free to the world.
TED's official app presents talks from some of the world's most
fascinating people: education radicals, tech geniuses, medical
mavericks, business gurus and music legends. Find more than 900
TEDTalk videos (with more added each week) on the official TED
app -- now for both iPad and iPhone.

WhiteBoard
Lite

Collaborate with friends and family with Whiteboard, the easy-touse collaborative drawing app for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad.
Two users can create pictures together over local Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth peer-to-peer.
Connect without an access point.
• If both devices are an iPod touch 2nd gen, iPhone 3G, or iPhone
3GS running iOS 3.0 or higher, you can connect using Bluetooth.
1. Turn off Wi-Fi to prevent conflicts. Go to Settings -> Wi-Fi ->
OFF.
2. Go back one screen to Settings -> General -> Bluetooth -> ON.
3. Press the Home button and launch Whiteboard.
• You can safely ignore the alert that says "Not Connected to a
Wi-Fi Network" -- just tap OK!
4. Wait until BOTH devices see each other in their own list.
5. On ONE of the devices, tap the name of the other device.
6. Wait up to 60 seconds for the connection to establish. The first
resolve takes the longest; if you disconnect and reconnect after
this, it should be much faster. This is a hardware/OS limitation.
• That's it! Enjoy drawing together over Bluetooth peer-to-peer.
• Free! This is the Lite version of Whiteboard.

Wolfram
Alpha

(Grades 7-12) -- Remember the Star Trek computer? It's finally
happening--with Wolfram|Alpha. Building on 25 years of
development led by Stephen Wolfram, Wolfram|Alpha has rapidly
become the world's definitive source for instant expert knowledge
and computation.
Across thousands of domains--with more continually added-Wolfram|Alpha uses its vast collection of algorithms and data to
compute answers and generate reports for you.
Parts of Wolfram|Alpha are used in the Apple Siri Assistant; this app
gives you access to the full power of the Wolfram|Alpha
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computational knowledge engine. Domains covered by
Wolfram|Alpha include:

MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY, ENGINEERING, EARTH SCIENCE,
COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES, DATES & TIMES, WEATHER,
STATISTICS & DATA ANALYSIS, PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY, LIFE
SCIENCES, UNITS & MEASURES, WEATHE, PLACES & GEOGRAPHY,
PEOPLE & HISTORY, CULTURE & MEDIA, MUSIC, WORDS &
LINGUISTICS, SPORTS & GAMES, COLORS, MONEY & FINANCE,
SOCIOECONOMIC DATA, HEALTH & MEDICINE, FOOD & NUTRITION
EDUCATION, ORGANIZATIONS, TRANSPORTATION,
TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD, WEB & COMPUTER SYSTEMS
11-1-2012
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